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This is the first in a wonderful series of books by Judy Wolfman and David Lorenz Winston, giving

an educational and entertaining documentation of farm life. Perfect for the elementary school child.

The descriptions are accurate, scientific and mature, but in clear language that children can readily

understand. The photos tie in perfectly with the text, and together present the full story of the life

cycle of the animal, and show the love and care given by the children who live on the farm. My

seven year old grandson thoroughly enjoys these books, and has taken them to school to share

with his teacher and classmates.

LIFE ON A PIG FARM is an illustrative and informative children's book that is easy to understand

and very entertaining. It features a family and daily duties they have to perform in order to get ready

for the annual fair. Some highlights of this book are:1. A step by step look at raising a litter of

piglets2. Chores to be done on the pig farm3. A section on going to the fair4. An fun facts section5.



A list of books and websites kids can go to in order to learn more6. An informative glossary with

special "pig terms" that are clearly definedThis book provides youngsters of all ages with a

wonderful peak at the many aspects of life on a pig farm. The wonderful pictures are both fun and

informative. Be sure to check out other "Life on a Farm" books by Judy Wolfman.

My 8 yr. old granddaughter squealed when she read the book. She's a real pig lover. She savored

ev. pg. Is being a vet in her future? Who knows, but she really enjoyed all of the pictures and

information. Little does she know that she will be able to see 2 wk. old piglets in a mo.

I bought this for my grandchildren and read it for myself! It is well written and tells a story a child can

understand. It answers all the questions that young children tend to ask about pigs, living on a farm,

etc. Love it and can hardly wait to give it to my grandaughters!

I was born and raised in a rural area but my grandchildren live in a suburban area. I was glad to find

a book which gives them such a good explanation of how pigs are raised, and how time-consuming

the work is.
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